
EMAIL MARKETING DESIGNER

________________________________________________________________________________
Department:  Digital Marketing Team Job Status:  Full-Time

FLSA Status:  Non-Exempt Reports To: Creative Marketing Manager

Work Schedule: M – F, 8:00am to 5:00pm Positions Supervised: None

Effective Date: May 2021 Last Revision Date:

POSITION SUMMARY:

The Email Marketing Designer is responsible for supporting the email marketing needs of all Designworks Collective

brands. Duties will consist of, but are not limited to: email design, email set up, flow creation and updates, making

strategic creative decisions, working with other team members to ensure customer experience is enjoyable and the

campaign message is clear. In addition to day-to-day tasks, the Email Marketing Designer will collaborate with the

marketing department and each brand team to develop new campaigns and strategies to promote brand development

and awareness as well as plan for various launches and promotional seasons.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

● Design: Design and execute daily, seasonal and flow emails. Have a strong working knowledge of the Adobe

Creative Cloud Suite. Illustrator, InDesign, and Photoshop skills are a necessity. Understand how to effectively

create an email marketing campaign with strategic CTAs and layout. Be able to design for several different brand

voices and audiences.

● Trend Spotting: Work with Digital Marketing Team and perform continuous self-led research  to identify

performance trends and member behavior insights to develop new ideas and email marketing concepts. Keep

trends and insights at the forefront of goal setting and design.

● Social Media: Work with the social media team members to ensure cohesiveness in campaigns and

communications. Create content that delivers on cross-platform goals and utilizes the strengths of each

platform.

● Email Flow Management: Working to build-out new flows and update existing flows as needed. Updates could

be required seasonally, with the introduction or change of company information, or for a specific campaign.

Develop a working knowledge of the metrics our platform allows us to leverage and come up with strategic

ideas on how to use those in practice.

● Photography: Responsible for working with staff photographer ahead of time to request any assets needed to

bring email campaigns to life.

● PR Opportunities: Assist in fielding inbound Email sweeps and giveaway opportunities for all brands (influencer

collaborations, blogs, giveaways, etc.) as well as reach out and obtain sweeps opportunities. Work with social

team to leverage social connections and garner contact info of desired brands.

● Website Design: Assist when needed in designing banner images, landing pages, or other assets required by

the Digital Marketing Team.



SUCCESS FACTORS AND EXPECTATIONS:

● Time Management - Must be a self-starter and able to effectively manage time and a long list of tasks with

varying deadlines and levels of importance. Should be able to constantly evaluate all current tasks and

accomplish each in a timely manner.

● Communication and Listening - Must be a skilled communicator, director and motivator. Ability to fully listen and

understand co-workers and leadership and address their needs appropriately.

● Teamwork -Team player and ability to work well with managers and staff. Collaborative and compromising, able

to foster a positive work environment.

● Leadership and Honesty - Gain the trust of co-workers and management, and strive to be ethical in all decisions.

Must maintain composure and professionalism when dealing with outside partners or internal brand teams..

● Energetic - Must possess a positive attitude and eagerness to work to complete assignments in a timely fashion,

and strive to maintain the highest standards at all times. Always ideating ways to improve existing strategies or

implement new ones. Willing to explore new ideas and opportunities and do what it takes to make them

happen.

REQUIREMENTS:

● Professional experience in a similar capacity

● B.S. in Marketing Communications or Advertising preferred

● Proficient in Adobe Creative Cloud Suite (Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, Lightroom)

● Ability to style and take photos, comfortable behind a camera

● Ability to implement strategy and adapt to find effective solutions

● Organized (able to organize digital files effectively + manage a large amount of photos/content)

● Able to communicate professionally in each brand’s voice when reaching out and communicating on behalf

of that brand.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS / WORK ENVIRONMENT:

● Must be able to sit/stand for 8 hours.

● Walking, bending, light lifting up to 50 lbs.

● Data entry ability

DEPARTMENT

The Email Marketing Designer is a part of the marketing department. The marketing department works alongside each

of the brands to develop and carry out marketing strategies, content, and helps build each brand.
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